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The year of 1934 is drawing to a close . It's
time to look back over the year and recount
your gains . How much have you put away for
future use? Perhaps, you have not saved as
much as you might have . Make a resolve to-
day to do better . A good way to save is to
keep your pennies and nickles until they
have accumulated into dollars and then

deposit them in a savings account.
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The Sale of the Good Ship
Doc and Bill

The Sooner Magazine
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The Countess of Blah and the Duchess of Blee
Were lost for a week on a raft out at sea .
With nothing to drink and nothing to eat,
Their tempers were far from kindly and sweet .
But their craft rode the waves, yeh, rode them on high,
'Til their ruffles were tattered, their bustles awry .
Their slumber at night was scarcely endured
Since their backs became wrinkled as an old washing board .

"Alas and alack," quoth the Duchess of Blee,
"This mariner's life has finished me.
"I'm going to end it and dive in the foam .
"I can not exist without the pleasures of home .
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"Remember, clear Countess, recall to your mind,
"The care I once took of my beautiful spine .
"I put it to bed, and this is no jest,
"Enjoyed every second on my sweet Beauty Rest .
"Life, I proclaim, is not worth the fight,
"With never a mattress to sleep on at night."

"But wait. But wait," the Countess cried .
"What's this my eye has now espied?"
"A Sale-a Sale-what wondrous thrill-
"The Sale of the good ship Doc and Bill .
"Ahoy-ahoy--send out a boat .
"We're women-two women--of family and note ."

Aboard the good ship Doc and Bill
They ate with gusto and drank their fill .
Then, wandered about to look at such things
As beds and mattresses, pictures and springs,
Ranges and desks, tables and chairs,
And grandfather clocks that stand by the stairs .

"We'll buy the ship," the Countess said .
"We'll take it all from jib to bed .
"It's been so long since I've had my sleep out
"I'll buy it all so there'll be no doubt ."
She bought the works and took it home.
And furnished a palace just out of Rome .
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Twenty Thousand Dollars worth of merchandise
is being cleared from the decks of the
Good Ship Doc and Bill .

Doc & Bill Furniture Company
10 W. GRAND

	

Oklahoma City


